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Abstract

One type of Es classified as "sequential” s which seems to move generally 
downward and persists more than three hours, has been investigated, using 
ionograms obtained at 16  stations0

This type of Es appears at about 200 km in winter and about 180 km in 
summer, and occurs most frequently at 2OV30* N geomagnetic latitude0 The 
time at which sequential Es starts to occur and its  apparent downward speed 
depend on the geomagnetic latitude of the statlon0

The phenomenon of sequential Es seems to be a downward motion of a real 
ionized cloudy or to be a distortion of ionization contours along a slope<>

Among various types of Es, one shows apparent vertical movement on the 
ionogram, and it  has„ in many cases, ordinary and extraordinary rays which 
are accompanied by blanketing of F echoes (see Fig0 l)o This type of Es has 
been noted as "sequential Esn by McNicol and Gipps (1) in Australia and 
workers (2) of the National Bureau of Standards in U0S.A0 Several resear
chers (3) paid also their attentions to this type of Es under different names 
of Es-classification, and reported this phenomenon obtained from the data 
made at only a few ionospheric stations® The author investigated this type 
of Es in ionograms obtained with vertical incidence ionosondes made at widely 
distributed stations every 1? minutesj they were Huancayo, Tslara, Guam, 
Okinawa, Panama Canal Zone, Maui, Puerto Rico,, White Sands, Washington, Fort 
Monmouth, Adak, Anchorage, Fairbanks, Point Barrow, Narsarssuak and Godhavn0

Sequential Es may be classified into three types„ The first is  the 
"morning type” , which appears in the early morning and apparently comes down, 
then apparently goes up. The second is the "evening type", which appears in 
the evening and gradually descends-̂ -at the same time, the maximum frequency 
decreases0 These two types may be due to tlie effect of sunrise and sunset



at this level„ At higher latitudes in summer, both rooming and evening 
typed decrease in height and then increase in height again. These effects 
in higher latitudes may be due to reflections from clouds or irregularities 
moving horizontally* The sequential Es that seems to move generally down
ward and persists more than three hours (except at Huancayo, because of 
short life  there) is  the third type (see Figure 1). In the present report, 
this type of sequential Es is called Seq* Es, and its behavior on undisturbed 
days is treated statistically. This phenomenon occurs both on magnetically 
quiet and disturbed days throughout the year*, At higher latitudes, however, 
Soqc Es seems to occur only in summer and this type of Es which starts to 
occur in the afternoon is treated as Seq» Es there„

Seq» Es first appears at about 200 km in winter and about 180 km in 
summer (see Figure 2), and then comas down to the normal E levels When Seqc 
Es reaches about 130 km, the ordinary ray often merges with the extraordi
nary ray and becomes similar to the linear type of Es (see Figure 1), This 
type of Seq„,Es _is named the "merger type'11. The Seq„ Es that does not merge 
often disappears at a level higher than about 130 Ion, or quickly disappears 
at 130 1cm or less3 Average apparent downward speeds of the merger type of 
SeqQ Es between the two levels at which it  appears and merges are shown in 
the lower part of Figure 2* The average speed is higher in summer than that 
in winter, and the minimum speed occurs at lower latitudes in summer than 
in winter,, It may be noticed that the geomagnetic latitude at which these 
minima occur corresponds to the latitude of the Sq current-focus in each 
seasono The variation of maximum frequency of the ordinary ray seems to 
have a maximum at about noon (the value is about h Mc/s)0

In winter the SeqQ Es occurs at stations from the equator to about 
S0° N geomagnetic latitude, and most frequently at 20°-30° N geomagnetic 
latitude. The occurrence frequency is about 90$ there, and U0~50% at other 
latitudes,, More than half of the cases are the merger type of Seqa Es 
(about 30% of occurrence)* In summer, the Seq. Es occurs at stations from 
the equator to about 70° N geomagnetic latitude,. The occurrence frequency 
in summer is about 30%, and almost a ll of them are the merger type*

The time at which the Seq„ Es starts to occur seems to depend on the 
geomagnetic latitudes of the station (see Figure 3)„ It occurs at the 
earliest time in the morning at about 30°-U0° N geomagnetic latitude in sum
mer and about 20°-30® N in winter, although it  occasionally starts to occur 
at about lU h local tine in the middle latitudes. It is interesting that 
these latitudes of the earliest occurrence also correspond to those of the 
Sq current-focus in summer and in winter respectively,,

Seq„ Es itse lf seems to ba a real ionised cloud or layer, because its  
strong blanketing of F echoes usually occurs at the level higher than about
130 km0 The size of Seq« Es may be of great horizontal extent, becau sa Seq0 
Es shows simultaneous formation and same sequence at Washington (38„70 N,



77ol“ W) and Fort Monmouth (k0o3° N, 7U.2* W) in a number of records of these 
two stationSo Simple ionisation mechanism by solar radiation is d ifficu lt to 
explain the apparent motion of Seq„ Es„ The existence of a "quasi-transverse11 
and a ••quasi-longitudinal" propagation suggested by Lepechinsky (li) is  also 
hard to explain the above mentioned resultso One estimation to explain the 
phenomenon of Seqa Es is a downward motion of the ionized cloudo Rocket 
observations (5) show the existence of this kind of ionized cloud between 
F and Eo I f such is the case, a possible explanation of this phenomenon, 
which fits  a ll results so far obtained, may be that excess charges at the 
focus of the Sq electric current during the day time go up along the magnetic 
lines of force, flow in the F region and then come down toward the E regionu 
Thic process is  possibly due to drift forces by the Sq-current,, The ionized 
cloud may last more than three hours, i f  i t  maintains during its  sequence a 
same order of effective recombination coefficient as in F region0 The bottom 
of the cloud may show a steep gradient of ionization by compression during 
the course of descend0 The trangent level between oxygen molocules and atoms 
at about 130 km may also effect to the shape of the bottom0 These may become 
a reason of a trangent level of about 130 km at which the reflection mechanism 
of Seq» Es is often changedo

Very rapid height variation of cusp type anomalies seems to be due to a 
travelling disturbance which has a slope of front (6)0 In the case of Seq0 
Es, distortion of ionization contours along a slope, which inclines from 
upper layer of earlier local time to lower layer of later local time, is 
also another possibility to explain the phenomenon of Seq0 Es„ The formation 
of the distortion may be due to combined effects of drift forces of the Sq- 
current and of motions in the ionosphere0 In that case, the distortion must 
have a steep gradient of ionization at about 130 kmc

> I ! • • '
In conclusion the author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to 

Drn W0 0o Roberts and to Mr„ Ac Hc Shanley for thier kind help and advice, 
and also for extending to him the fa cilities of their laboratories and for 
use of ionograms involved in this study0
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FIGURE I

Puerto Rico (28 January 1955)
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Figo 20 Names o f stations are 
H(Huancayo), G(Guam)fl O(Okinawa), 
P(Panama Canal Zone, PftCPuerto 
Rico), Ws(White Sands), A(Adak)„ 
W(Washington) , Ac(Anchorage) , 
F(Fairbanks) and Pfc(Point 
Barrow)
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Fig, 3» In itia l time 
of occurrence of the 
Seq„ Es in average for 
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